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I. Preface
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0

This Oblication is intended to be responsive to practitioner needs for pro-
cedures related to nondiscriminatory assessment, specifically procedures ade-,
quate to protect and ensure appropriate educational intervention for members
of non-dominant ethnic populations who speak languageg other than English, as
provided by P.L. 9i-142, Section 504 ofP.L.'93-113, recent federal court
decisions (e7.g:., Lau v: Nichols and'certain state laws. While, many of the
procedures have relevaqe for al child en who are limited riglish proficient
(LEP), _the_particulars-11-1api51-yto-Sp nish-speakers.

That minority ethnic groups have-been overrepresented in and often invalidly
assigned tq virtually all categories- f exceptionality normally treated by
the public schools has been_too wel documented to review in this document.
Furthermore, the profession of spe al eddcation has come to realize the role '

it has played in "disposing" of children whose behavior upon reexmination was
seen to be not deficient but merely different--different in culturally patterned
and otherwise adaptive, acceptable ways.

Extensionof the "dug process" notion into the assessment- placement- interven-
tion sequence has:been viewed by some (see Bernal, 1977b) as an opportunity to
enhance the validit4 of assessment and increase the efficacy of the'interven-
tiom. More persons are involvedin the process; there is more opportunity to
verify tentative diagnoses and 't6 monitor the 'outcomes of intervention.

Children who are not proficient in English pose special challenges. On the
one hand, public education in general must learn to build-upon the particular
learning characteristics of these Populations .and adopt or design educational
programs, such as bilingual education, which are potentially better suited to
their needs. On the other hand, lack of English proficiency seterely reduces
their ability V perform in a "normal",mantier on many traditional standardized
tests (Baca, Love, et al., 1974). A

The problems 4 misdiagnosis, misclassification, and inappropriate placement
seem most acuiefwith the cognitively and emoeionally. "rfdly handicapped"
group. Cdlt ral, linguistic, and cognitive style differences are oftentimes-
mistakenly uated xith,learning 'and performance deficit:, (Mercer, 19q5).
Hence, dia osis using traditional methods exclusively has misclassifed_
children a exceptional, misdiagnosed the truly exceptional, and placed many

ildren i to special education services when altetnative programming within
regular e cation was in order.

The steps adumbrated in this manual are designed to Utilize to the greater
extent t e requisite language screening resources of the local school in order
tpensu e thaf developmentally normal LEP students are properly placed and
increas the validity of the special education referral-assessment-placement
system./ As Tucker has noted; "professonals...havg to utilize all the avail-
able data from all the relOvant sources possibletbefore making any placement
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decision...when the result of such a decision would place the ,child in a
learning envirOnMent other than the-regular:Classrobm" (1977, p. 94). Knawl-.
edge gained from language profitiency, testing will help guide subsequent edu-
cational decis n-making and, if necessary placement, thereby ensuring that1%
the studeArri hts have been respecte.....

-

Limited EnglIsh7froficiency (LEP): A Complex' Construct

LEP is'a relatively new construct used 'to describe'students_whoss language
skills proftle-s qualify them to participate in federal andstate bilingual
education prawns. The construct of limited Englishm speaking ability (LESA)
was used-previously, bet is being leplacedby LEP for practical educational
purposes now that school systems 4rie implementing bilingual or related edu-
cational programs beyond the first few'years of Schooling, where English
speaking skills rdpresent the principal'prerequisites for instructionin the
English language arts. In the later elementary grades, of course, reading
and.writing have facilitative fOnctions as well; hence, LEP is a more comr

0 prehensive construct. LESA implies LEP, but non-LESA children (who are bi-
lingual) may be LEP if their reading,and writing skills.in English are in-
sufficiently developed to permit their coping with 'the demand. characteristics
of the English curriculum. Currently no single test measures LEP directly.

LESA can be determined by administering the English oral proficiency sections
. of any number of language tests currently available. The state of the art,

however, makes many of these dubious value, and all such tests need to be ,

reviewed according toill..established psychometric standards prior totadoption.
By and large, language proficiency_tnstrUments place people.,into sequential. '

. categories of proficiency,)categories which yield a limited, rank -order scale
(e.g., 1 to 5, low to high) where Minimal proficiency is defined id the upper
ranges (usually a 4),. li&ever, the lbw reliability which :most of' thesejn-
struments possess usually means that the obtained score ds only accurate to
+ 1 category.

, Thus a child who scores a 4 in English, and thereby deemed
proficient,,mayactuaily be a 3, hence LESA, .and vice- versa.

.
It is important, also, to ,dminister the Spanish sections ofpthese tests,

frfor it is the bilingual realities which should determine the initial'refeetal
of LESA children 'to special education services. LEP children who are develop-
mentally normal (io4

'
who score a 4 or a 5 in Spanish) are not inherently

Vlanguage handicappedi. although they may lack sufficient protitiency in English,
to benefit' maximallyffrom content instruction in that language. Placement in-'
to bilingual education or a related program is in'order'for these children.

Some.children,, howe 11 not score satir.actorily in either lahguagg.
As suggested earli' s could be a function of sinherent 'psychometric
limitations of the to which could. be further compoNed by.a lack ofskills
.in test adMinistra on.' Furthermore, some of these. instruments "penalize" a .

child's score if a' d, "mixes" Spanish and English when formulating a-re-_,
sponse or if the chi d an= ersin the other language. Such tests nre,toobe
avoided when a child is "worked up" by a diagnostician," since they no-not
credit a child for th cammunicativ,,e competence she/he possesses, 4 competence



which, again, is counterindicative of a speech or language-disorder. ,In4

stead, tests which stress the syntactic manipulation of either language
should be used, 'add language assessments should be repeated, using a different
instrument than. that used in theschool's-general language screening (to
eliminate the practice effect) as part of the comprehensive individual assess- ,

ment for special education. This second testing should be conducted by a
bilingual diagnostician who, in'addition to obtaining fresh'language,data
under better circumstances. than classroom testing, can observe a/OwdqCument
stutters, echolalia, and other evidence of speech disorders or lack of com-
prehension. Note that for eligibility for special education, language domi-.
nace* is not the issue; proficiency is. Thus tests which do not explicitly
measure proficiency should not be used. .

Different states and school districts have 'established different achieve-
ment criteria -- usually set arbitrarily (Curtis, Ligon & Weibly, 1980) on die
basis of professional judgmentr-in the language arts to _determine whIn a bi-,
lingual student 1.6 no.longer LEP, no lonser "atrilk,,!' as it were, in an
English monolingual curriculum. Usually several subtests of a more tompre--

,4 hensive achievement battery aretaken into account: reading, vpCalitlary) and
language, 'or some'composite of "verbal" tests.

Selecting Two Language Proficiency Tests

The state of the art in language proficiency testing ,f younvtydents, as
suggested earlier, is mixed. The popularization of bilingual and second'
language programs in the last decade has brought a plethora of language
screening tests, many of which, though attractive to desperate professionals,
are not adequate to the psychodkric task (Bernal, Note,1). Hence the follow-.

ing test selection procedure is advanced for use by bilingual and special edu-
cation professionals at the local level.; A cooperative effort is encouraged.

. t
1. Order numerous test specimens from publishers. If you wish,

. contact the language testing specialist at the Evaluation,
Dissemination, and Assessment Center-,(Title VII), the Bi-
lingual Educatio4 Service Center (Title VII), or the Regional
Resource Center nearest to your site, as they, may make copies
of these instruments-available'to you or suggest the most

'recent test reviews available (e.g., Silverman, Noa, &
Russell, l976"r Silverman & TUpper, 1978). The Office o f Bi-
lingual Education in your state education agency pan help
you contact these persons or may"provide you witha list of
popular, recommended, or approved proficiency teats.

1.'

..
*

, *Language dominance ib defined as the.higher of two proficiency scores in
.

English or' Spanish. /Dominance in a givenlanguage, however, does not neces-
sarily mean profici4incy -in, that language, since a child with a genuinelanguage
handicap, may not meet criterion performance for proficiency. Equal proficiency.,
in two languages yields a "balanced" bilinguaN . ° . .. .

/ . .i , .

°

I
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Z. Reserve ford review only those tests which explicitly measure

language proficiency in.two languages and which yield a sepa-
rate score for each language. English stores must be inter-
pretable in termsiof.LESA or LEP.

3. Exalftue the tests and reduce them to the set of those which re-
.

quire childreh to elaborate' their oral language respohses.
Avoid tests that merely reqpire comprehension, non-verbal re -s

esp.pnses, or yery simple oral answers.-

0
4

4. Further delimit the tests to those that are readily hand scor-
able for'quicic turnaround.

a

5. -Select those -tests with the highest reljsbilitieg. Not less
than three should remain at this.point.

k),
6. Conduct a small study of these tests, administering them in

random order to 25 or 30 language Minority students over a
month's time, in order to determine their intercorrelations.

7. Select the two tests.which,most-highly correlate"with one
another.

...

Overview of the tcpCening t Process
t

As

. . .

Figure 1 lin arizes'the screening assessment pro s proposed herein. This
'process builds upon the minimal language screenin and educational placement
system which eveiy school district with LEP student should have implemented,
thereby providing as much netded' interface for HiSpanic students between bi-
lingual education and special education (Curtis, Ligon & Weibly, 1970).

l

[Insert Figure 1 about herd

\
Phase : Informal Language Screening: Student/Home Language Questionnaire

-

,
.

1 .
This questionnaire is a simple instrument which, administered orally or through
an easy-to-read-andLcomplete ,bilinghal format, obtains data on family ethnicity
and.the languages spoken by each entering student and by the student's signifi'
cant others at home. This questionnaire should not be required only of persons,.
with certain ethnic surnames, since this procedure would miss:many students
who -6ould be language screened. It is an efficient means of satisfying J^gal.

\ screening requirements and 'of limiting formal language assessment to thoL,
likely to be in need of it. These.questionndires, however, do not assess

/ . language ability (Walters, 1979); thus, further testing is in rder for children
, who come from bilingual or other language speakirig environment or who are

'reportedly bilingual or monolingual speakers of a language other.than English.
. . , ".

"
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Criteria fop initial decisionlmaking:

1. If the questionnaire indicates that the child is
'English monolingual and comes from an English mono,
lingual or English dominant home, refer the child to .

the regular educational.screeningprocess._

e

a-litiMe where a language other
thanEnglish is,spoken, on a regular basis, refer the
child for formal language assessment, even if the
child appears to-be English'proficient-or English--
monolingual.

3. If the child'appears to be LISA, refer for formal
.41 4 language assessment'.

4. If a child from a non'-Anglo (regardless of surname
or physical appearance) ethnic background isorefer-
red by teachers or other school personnel for special
education assessment on the basis of a suspected cog-1-
nitiveNdi emotional disorder, rifer for formal lan-
guage assessment.

Phase 2: Formal LanguageAssessment
wa

During this second phase language proficiency-tests are administered to all
the children referred through Phase 1. In addition, Hispanic children in
grades 3 to 12 are either given achievement tests in the language arts (and
preferably other areas as well, expecially mathematics) or. have their recent
lest scores reviewed. Four categories of children should emerge from Step
2, _

Crite'ria ;ox decision-making; grades-K -2.""` »

1. If the child shows at least minimal profj-iency

in English and lower or no proficiency in Spanish,
the child is English proficient-and. English. domi-

nant or English monolingual, and should be refer-
ted to the regular education screening/placement
'system-

2. If the child demoLtrates.at least minimal profi-
,.

ciency in English and at least minimal. Proficiency
in Spanish, the child is_an English proficientt bal-
anced or Spanish dominant bilingual. The'child may
be dominant in one or may be a balanced bilingual
(equal scores in both languages) Using the five
point language prcificiency scale as an illustration
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a child may be a 5-5, a 5-4, a.4-5, or a 4-4 In
Spanish and English respectively. Receq. re- '

search (DeAvila, Cervantes, & Duncan, 1978) indi-
cates that 5-5 children have a good likelihbod of
being high, achievers, and thus may tie referredto
the gifted' program, if orte exists,_for_fureher-srpen-
ing. Engligh proficient bilingual 4ildren may be
referred to'the regular education screenineplaeement
system or to the bilinglal'program, depending upon
the language philosophy and'-pedagog4.01 practice

.-adopted' by the school system and the-fypes'of altern-
ative educational program's availablele.g., enrich-
ment (as oppoced to compensatory) bilingual programs
for capable students.

3. Those who are not af least.minimallyRroticidnt in
oral English butwho demonstrate' normal competence
in oral Spanish are Spanish-proficient LEP students
and should be referred to the bilingual program.

'4. Students who are not
.

at least minimally orally pro-
.

ficient in either English or SpaniSh are LEP*, not
Spanish-proficient. These students should be,refer-
red for Comprehensive Individual AssessMent, Phase
3 of this screening-assessment process.

Criteria for decision - making grades 3-12. -

,
1. rf the child shows at least minimal,oral pr ficiency

(level 4) in Engliph and low or no oral pro iciency
in Spanish (level or below), the child is English
proficient and English dominant or English monolin-
gual. A child like this with extremely-low chieve-
ment test scores may be referred foi.a "pre
Individual Assessment, of course, but;-not on he

basis of oral language deficienciesw\Otherwi e refer
this child to the regular education screening/ lace-
ment system.

2. If the child demonstrates at least mihimal oral
\

pro-
ficiency in English and Spanish (level/4` in each)
nd a locally acceptably level of achieyement n

language arts, the child is an En lish ro-
ficient bilingual:--This--chiid-imay be Placed in ,

regular education or in the bimgual program;
dependingaupon the language philosophy adopted 1y
the school system. A child,who has oral profici ncy
in both.languages but does not meet the achievem nt
priterid in English language arts is LEP 'and sho ld
be placed in the bilingual' program.
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3. Those who are not at least minimally proficient in
,

oral English (does not attain level 4) but who demon-
. strate normal competence in oral Spanish (levels 4 or

5) are Spanish-proficient LEP students and shoUld be
referred to the bilingual program: English language
achievement test scores should be used to help plan
the alternative program's intervention sequence fdr
the student:

4. Students who are not at,least minimally orally pro-,
ficient in either English or Spanish-aAILEP not
Sred

for Comprehensive Individiusl
paniSh-prOficient..These students should be refer-,

Phase 3 //
of this screening-assessment process.

Phase 3: MDA Assessment.

It is at this point th t the formal special educational screening of the LEP '

child takes place. Se eral steps must be.adhered to In arder to_disCharge the
legal, ethical, and.pr essional requirements of Phasc 3. Figure 2 details'
the steps involved in Phase 3.

[Insert Figure 2 about 'here

Step 1. Determine the student's language dominance and proficiency. This
process should begin by administering a different language assessment instru-
meiit than wad used in Phase 2. This test should be administered by a bili4gual
psychomeirigt experienced in language proficiency testing and cap le of making
incisive,.cuiturally sensitive observations,of behavior4pan important source,of
data for the MDA team. Many students, i will be found; make significant im
provements by the time this second language testing ocours.

Jr
Criterf& for decisidn-making:'

.
. . ._

.

1. If thefstudentbpon retesting_indic tes normal pro-
. ficiency in A least' one language d demonstrates-

no signs of abnormal functioning, efer the child-.
to the appropriate program-using he guidelines
established for Phase 2.

_o

2. If thestudent'upon retesting d es not meet-criterion
1 above, determine the child's proficiency -in each "
language, the child's language dominance, and
whether the child mixes or switches languages during
conversation. A child who scores a 3 in at feast
one language can probably be.tested and ,aske& to
respond orally in that lariguage.. A child
no tter than a 2 in either language may not ave

scores'

suffi nt proficiency to communicate orally with
the'ex nel), and during the later assessment stages

0
.'

7 ..
. .

I
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may have'to be testedusing technique's which do
not require muchkil,production. Likewise; the
examiner Should, during subsequent testing, use,
the child's dominant language ok dialectical
variant for commumiqationginally,-tha-child's
suspected disabilities should be specified.

I

.
..

Step 2. Obtain informed consent and select
...

appropriate MDA team Aembers. In-
formed consent should be obtained from the parents of.the child with the sus-
pected disability. Much has been written on this topic and the, basic con-
siderations need not be reviewed here. However, the consent form shbuld.be
published bilinguplly and-May have to. be presented orally to.parentswho may
not know how to reed in either language. Bi ingual teachers or community

.

11?..11

liaigons can help explain the MDA process, o- t. tin parental consent, and 'secure
their cooperation in the assessment piocess,. including importantinformation
about the child'i.behavibr in the.home. .

'

The MDA team must be compdsed of'persons'whose expertise or f iiarixy, with .

the student permit them to mare substantial bntributions to e assessment-
placement- intervention process. At, a minimum%it should include the following
persons:

a) A specialist in.first'and second language development/
acquisition.

b) A specialist in the:area/s)of suspected disability.'

c) The referring classfoomiteacher oi the teacher in-
/ .whose class the child h4s been temporarily placed, .

,pending the results of screening or assessment.

d) Aperson kno wledgable about the Child's culture and-
family background.

Step 3: Conduct MDA assessment: Oontraindicatdis. Because of the'risks to '

validity lo,assessing culturally_and 1pguistically different students, this
.seep is emphasized. It is designed to gather information on the suspected
disabilitiesJ but inforthation which has: the immediate possibility of disprovi-
ing or qualifYing the dfsibility.,

,Interviews, adaptive behavior queqionnaires or observation iorms, .and
pirically verired.system to "cOrrect"jot biased standardized test results
should beusek. Yo MR-.suspected children, giagetian measures' can be, pro -.
fitably ehloyed to"seeif children ike cognitively,as mature as their normal
-age Mates 3bdAvila & Havassy, 1971), Piaietian tests have'been shown to

yield similar results .across cultufhl grOu0s, and-have the advantage.td being
administrablejaa child's domidant language without altering the nature of
the, tasks presented:, .
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Criteria for decision-making:

.

AO'
For each suspected exceptionality the MDA team must
determine whether the contraindicatois data are suf-'%,.

ficient to ezvampt..the child from furthertesting.
If the child- can be elxempted.trom all furthertesft-

ing,-place the child into the appropriate regular
educational 'program with or without additional,
supportive help, as indiested.e /..

2 If-phe child cannot lie ,exempted ether
testing because conLraindicatOrs'do not rule out' 4

certain exceptipnalitigs, specify the its ual set
of suspected exceptionalitied and proceed to aep
4..

#

Step 4: Codduct'MDA asse4menti IndicatOrs.. By now a lot should be known 4

,

. o about the child.- Additional testing, even with somewhat inappropriate instru-
,

.

,
..---.\ ments, is now inevitable. Some adaptations for the LEP or. LESA child,need,

,
however, to be made.

I
.

, (-
.

First, select those'tests-whichrequire minim verbal' interactions. Some ,
i tests for disabilitigs can be conducted,biencouragidg the-child to imitate'

the exalliner-or engage ,a psyc omotor task, such as ,copying designs .or Manip- '4

telatidg objects. These show &pose no irouble-tO the exgerienced.diagnos-
titian, even when the diagnost clan is-disadvantaged by teeing, an English
monolingual! Tests with more ifficult itstructions or which probe the ,...

ideational processes of the'chld more direct14 however, must be administered
in'the child's dominant language; . --a \

. "k . .

I The key toadministratiOn,,storing, and interpretation of these instruments,
howeve, is to never forget that they are more-'or less inapproWate for the

' chiltu_i.e., that the linguisticallAdifferelit Child is syste6ticatly dif-
ferent-from the children upod whom the tests were developed and standardized. ..

. (iernal, 1977a). The- usual norms or criteria do not c.::-41Y in this instance;

N.-.._
iiaitional storing clay ,yield scores which uriderestimateetherchild's 9pteniial.
The.best herspective is prqbably to see these. tests as collections of tasks-- *-4
tasks which-ultimately form the basis for clinical judgments regarding place-

.

. merit and pi-ogramming. .

'',
do, . 0

/

: Which of these tasks did the student pass? -Ts-there a%pattern o sses?
Do the tasks passed indicate riorrdalpy:in the areas of suspected exceptionality?

.
. .

Which are .remain? Iss-Aere apittern of Caas,mrssed which tend to coelfirm-
that one or more exceptionalities exist?

I.

. \t, .

4

I
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Criteria for decision-making: 1

1. If student performance patterns of passes)
indicate basic normalcy, the child is not handi-
capped and should be placed into the bilingual,'®
education program or the English program accord-
ing to language dominance. Data acquired during
Phase 3 should be utilized tb plan.tha-chiles"
intervention with greiter cafe, as it is likely
that-this chtldwill need additional support.

2. If the child's performance,(i.e., patterns of
misses) indicate a mildly handicapping condition
the child is't1.ldly handicapped and should be
mainstreamed into the bilingual or English pro-
gram according to language dominance, and addi-
tional support and resources should be provided.
All of the other provisions of special education.

includingithe IEP and periodic reviews of
progress and reassessment of,,,status.

s

I., If the-child's performance indicates a more severe
or profound/y handicapping condition, all of the
provisions, for special education placebent and
prd'gramming apply as in 2-Above. In addition,

, .

Serious consideration) must be gives to conducting
some or all of th4 special' intervention in the
child's dominant language if it is not English.

11.

.Conclusion

.

The screening assessment- placement process for language minority children
is digficai but not impossible (tucker) 1977). Through coordination with
;other LEA functions, the .process can be both valid -and efficient. Further-
Morel-the ill'effects 1)f-misclassification and inappropriate placeinent can
be reduced by periodic review and.reassessment, As provided-by law.

The pe*ftt is that by'ailudicious selection and applickion of teats, the
validity og diagnoses and placement of langauge minority students can be en-
hanced, to the benefit of all.

1

12

\
. 4
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BIGURE 1: SCREENING ASSESSMENT PRO95SS
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' FIGURE 2:' DETAILED VIEW OF PHASE 3, COMPREHENSIVE INIMIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT!
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